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Help support local arts organizations! Check out our list of places you can donate. 
Click here for the story

Princeton Symphony Orchestra Launches 
"At Home with the PSO"

originally published: 04/02/2020

(PRINCETON, NJ) -- The Princeton
Symphony Orchestra has launched
"At Home with the PSO,” a new
feature on the organization’s
website, which serves as a gateway
to original, free content
including: “Play it Forward”–online
weekly webcasts of PSO
performances; “Cooking with the
PSO”–musicians' recipes; A virtual
gallery of student artwork and

writings;        and PSO photo albums.

This week’s webcast is launched by special arrangement with PSO musicians with a
performance of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 5, complete with video introduction and
an accompanying pre-concert talk and program note. The powerful work was
performed in Richardson Auditorium by the PSO under the direction of Edward T.
Cone Music Director Rossen Milanov in February 2019, heralding Maestro
Milanov’s 10th anniversary celebration with the orchestra. Normally, this music is
only available live in the concert hall or through a one-time radio broadcast. Now, it
can be enjoyed by all for an entire week. The PSO suggests listeners “play it
forward” by sharing it with others in need of a lift.

Musicians are contributing their favorite recipes weekly to the “Cooking with the
PSO” series. This week’s recipe includes a video of Rossen Milanov introducing his
recipe “Maple Soy Sauce Glazed Tofu,” a side dish to be paired with fish and rice. A
new recipe will be posted every Wednesday.

The PSO is creating a fully interactive, virtual gallery experience to showcase
creative works by area middle school students who participated in this season's PSO
BRAVO! Listen Up! Response Program. The students’ visual art and writings were
conceived in response to a performance of Saad Haddad’s Concerto for Clarinet, a
PSO co-commission, performed by guest soloist Kinan Azmeh and the Princeton
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Symphony Orchestra in January 2020. While the virtual gallery is under
construction, visitors to the website can view the exhibit catalogue online.

Those seeking an escape from the four walls of their home can look through the
orchestra’s online collection of photo albums, which take one into the concert hall
at Richardson Auditorium, up-close with guest artists, and out in the community.

The article continues after this ad

  

The orchestra plans to keep adding fresh content, giving patrons and the
community reason to return again and again. 

The Princeton Symphony Orchestra (PSO) is a cultural centerpiece of the
Princeton community and one of New Jersey’s finest music organizations, a
position established through performances of beloved masterworks, innovative
music by living composers, and an extensive network of educational programs
offered to area students free of charge. Led by Edward T. Cone Music Director
Rossen Milanov, the PSO presents orchestral, pops, and chamber music programs
of the highest artistic quality, supported by lectures and related events that
supplement the concert experience. Through PSO BRAVO!, the orchestra produces
wide-reaching and impactful education programs in partnership with local schools
and arts organizations that culminate in students attending a live orchestral
performance. The PSO receives considerable support from the Princeton
community and the New Jersey State Council on the Arts, regularly garnering
NJSCA’s highest honor. Recognition of engaging residencies and concerts has come
from the National Endowment for the Arts, and the PSO’s commitment to new
music has been acknowledged with an ASCAP Award for Adventurous
Programming and a Copland Fund Award. The only independent, professional
orchestra to make its home in Princeton, the PSO performs at historic Richardson
Auditorium on the campus of Princeton University. 
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